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Introduction

This report provides a synopsis and an example of the new asset management and utilization tool developed
as a research project at the Georgia Institute of Technology under the support of the Norfolk Southern
Corporation Operations Research Department. This model allows a decision maker to determine the lowest
cost method of railcar replacement over some horizon. The model allows for new asset purchases, asset
leases (variable lengths) and asset rebuilds (both absolute and incremental programs) as viable replacement
options.
Although the model has been developed in order to evaluate various railcar replacement options at one
time, it has many other uses. First, the model may be used as a capital or expense budgeting tool. With
the inclusion of rationing constraints, the model becomes an allocation and planning tool for the railcar
fleet. Second, the model may analyze various utilization scenarios in order to determine the tradeoff between
capital and expense spending. The tool may be used to determire if capital or expense spending should be
increased to determine the lowest cost asset utilization. Finally, technological improvements represented by
increases in capacity over time may be analyzed using the model. The intent of this paper is to summarize
the developed model and illustrate the different decision scenarios the decision maker may analyze using the
jumbo covered hopper car fleet as an example.

2

The Model

Currently ignoring the rebuild option, the integer program solution can be visualized by a graph which is
charaderized by a set of nodes V and a set of directed arcs A. (Refer to Figure 2.1 as an example of the
graph.) The arcs and their corresponding flow can be categorized into four groups, which are described in
the following paragraphs.
Flow along an arc emanating from the b, or "buy", node represents the number of assets purchased
(Xb,Oj) at the unit purchase price (Cb,Oj) in a period. Any arc from b will lead to a node (0, j), because the
asset is new upon purchase (age 0) and may be purchased at any time period j.
An arc from node h, or the "have" node, carries flow representing the number of assets (X h,io) in the
fleet at time zero. An arc leads from h to any node ( i, 0) because the assets may be of any age i and the
initial fleet is only available at time zero.
An s node represents the "salvage" node, where flow across an arc leading to the s node represents an
asset (Xij,s) being sold for a unit salvage value ( Cij,,). Any asset in the existing fleet is eligible for salvage
at time zero, thus an arc leads from each (i, 0) node to s, representing the unit opportunity cost of retaining
an i-year old asset in the initial fleet. Any asset that is purchased must be utilized for at least one period
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Figure 2.1: Network visualization of integer programming formulation.
and then is eligible to be salvaged, represented by an arc from any node ( i, j) to s, such that i > 0 for all
j > 0.
The remaining arcs connect nodes identified by ( i, j) coordinates, where the i-coordinate represents the
age of the asset at the end of the time period (y-axis) and the j-coordinate defines the time period (x-axis).
Flow along these arcs, say between nodes ( i, j) and ( k, I), represents a k-year old asset in use from the end
of time period j to the end of time period l (Xij,ki). These assets incur an operating and maintenance
cost ( Cij,kl). These costs are attributed on a discrete (per period) basis, and thus it follows that any arc
connecting these ( i, j) nodes leads from an ( i, j) node to a ( i + 1, j + 1) node.
All costs are discounted with a factor()= 1/(1 + r), where r is the discount rate. The maximum physical
life of the asset is N and the horizon time is T. The optimal solution is a fleet of assets that meets demand
each period while minimizing costs. This is a simplified version of the problem, as it is assumed that the
assets are homogeneous and the leasing and rebuild options are presently ignored.

2.1

New Asset Purchase Option

In this situation, it is assumed that the assets are homogeneous, the horizon is finite, there is no rebuild
option and no rationing. Having a homogeneous set of assets, the revenues are ignored and the objective
is to find the minimum cost path while meeting the demand constraint for each time period. In order to
simplify the notation, the following arc sets are defined:
Ah
Ab
Ac

= {(h,kO): k = 1,2, .. . ,N};
= {( b, 0/) : l = 0, 1, ... , T- 1};
= {(ij, (i + 1)(j + 1)) : i = 0, 1, ... , N- 1, j = 0, 1, ... , T- 1};

As= {(ij,s) :i= 1,2, ... ,N, j=O,l, ... ,T};
A

= Ah U Ab U Ac U As.

Minimizing over the decision variable X, the formulation follows .
Minx
(b,kl)EAb

(ij,s )EA.

(ij,kl)EAc
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subject to:
N-1

I:xij,(i+l)(j+l)-dj

2:::
2:::

2:::
2:::

Xij,kl-

ij:(ij,ki)EA

kl:(ij,ki)EAh

> 0 VjE{0,1, ... , T-1}
0 Vkl : (ij, kl) E A

Xkt,uv

f. h, b, s

(2.1)
(2.2)

uv:(kl ,uv)EA
Xij,kt

+

(2 .3)

Xij,kt

kl:(ij,ki)EAb

ij (ij,ki)EA,

Xh ,io
Xij,kt

ViE {1, 2, ... , N}

(2.4)

{0,1,2, .. .} V(ij,kl)EA

(2 .5)

ni

E

In this formulation, the objective function minimizes the costs of purchasing, maintaining and disposing
of assets. The first constraint (2.1) requires that enough assets are available to meet the demand at each
period. Constraint (2.2) requires that the flow into a node is equal to the flow out (the number of assets
utilized in the time period is equal to the sum of the number of assets sold at the end of the time period and
the number of assets kept for the next period). The third constraint (2.3) specifies that the total number
of assets bought (from node b) and those available at time zero (from node h) equal the total number of
assets sold for a salvage value. Thus, all assets are sold after the final decision period for the allotted salvage
value. Constraint (2.4) shows that the initial fleet is a known quantity (number n and age i) and the final
constraint (2.5) ensures nonnegative, integral solutions.
If the assumption of no rationing is lifted, then additional constraints are necessary. For the capital
rationing constraint, define bj as the capital expenditures budget for period j. The constraint is then defined
as in (2.6) for all j E {0, 1, ... , T- 1}.
(2.6)
There may also be a rationing limit on the amount that can be spent on operations, such as operating
and maintenance expenditures. Defining mj as the operating and maintenance expense budget for period j,
this situation may then be modeled as in (2.7) for all j E {0, 1, ... , T- 1} .
N-1

2:::

cij,(i+l)(j+l)xij,(i+l)(j+l)

s mj+l

(2.7)

i=O

Depending on the structure of the problem, these constraints may be utilized together or separately.

2.2

Lease Option Formulation

In addition to the purchase of new assets, leasing may be another feasible option for the fleet operator. This
option may be incorporated into the existing framework with the addition of a node(s) similar to the "buy"
node. There may be more than one node because there may be different leasing options, such as 1- , 3-, or
5-year leases.
Thus, for a 1-year lease, nodes L1 and e are defined. For an i-year old asset at the end of period j,
Figure 2.2 shows two new arcs created with this option. The first new arc connects the L1 and (i, j) nodes.
The cost along this arc, C Ll,ij represents the cost of the lease and is generally treated as an operating (not
capital) expense. The other arc connecting ( i, j) and ( i + 1, j + 1) is already present in the formulation and
it carries an operating and maintenance expense, Cij,(i+l)(j+l)· Note that this assumes a leased asset has
the same costs as an owned asset. The second new arc created connects the ( i + 1, j + 1) node to the e node,
or "end of lease" node. This is equivalent to an arc representing a salvage value, although the salvage value
is generally zero in this case.
With the addition of new arcs, the objective function and some constraints must be modified. Define the
new arc sets associated with leasing (one-year) as:
AL1

Ae

= {(L1, k/): k = 0, 1, ... , N- 1, l = 0, 1, ... , T- 1};
={(ij,e):i=1,2, ... ,N,j=1,2, ... ,T}.
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~Ll).(i,j)

i+l

Figure 2.2: Additional arcs per period with one-period lease option.
Thus , for a 1-year lease, the new objective function is:
Minx

o1C7·· kl)( . . k/4l) ,

(b ,kl)EAb

ZJ ,

(ij,kl)EAc

(Ll ,kl)EALt

(ij ,e )EAe

( ij ,s)EA,

The constraints are not altered (although the arc set A has increased). However, an additional constraint is
needed to insure that the number of assets leased equals the number of assets returned , as in ( 2.8 ) . This
constraint is similar to the balance equation for the b, h and s nodes.
)(Ll ,ij -

)((i+l)(j+l),e

=0

Vij: (ij, kl) E

ALl

(2 .8)

In addition , the expense rationing constraint (formerly 2.7) must be altered to include leased assets , as
in (2.9) .
N-1

L

N-1

(7ij ,(i+l)(j+l))(i j,(i+l)(j+l)

4-

L

(7Ll,ij)(Ll,ij

:S

mj+l

Vj E {0, 1, . .. , T- 1}

(2.9)

i=O

For a longer term lease , there are many possible formulations. Because there is generally a yearly fee
paid for the lease, a 5-year lease may be represented by a L5 node connected to five nodes ( i, j), ( i 4- 1, j 4-1 ),
... , ( i 4- 5, j 4- 5). Each of these arcs would represent the yearly leasing cost. The nodes connecting the
(i, j), (i 4- 1, j 4- 1), . . . , (i 4-5, j 4- 5) nodes would still remain, with general operating and maintenance costs
as before. Finally, arcs connecting the (i + 1,j + 1), (i + 2, j + 2), ... , (i 4- 5,j + 5) to thee node would
have to be created to maintain the flow . These arcs would have trivial solutions, because flow from the L5
node to the ( i, j) node would insure flow throughout this small system, ending along the arc connecting the
( i 4- 5, j 4- 5) and e node. Although it seems that more arcs are created than necessary, it eases the burden
of summing operating and maintenance costs for a given period if rationing constraints exist.
Without rationing, the leasing cost could be aggregated (through discounting) along one arc (connecting
L5 and ( i , j)) . Thus , only two arcs would be created for the process. However, this may not be possible if
costs are accountable yearly. If the a lease option can be clearly defined (in terms of costs), the option can
be formulated into this framework.
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2.3

Rebuild Option Formulation

To differentiate the costs of a new asset and a rebuilt asset, an additional graph must be constructed with
cash flows for rebuilt assets. This additional graph is referred to as the "rebuild graph" while the first graph
is referred to as the "original graph" (referring to an asset being in its original state).
The original graph is defined as in the previous formulation . The rebuild graph is defined similarly, with
costs associated with rebuilt assets. Arcs connecting the rebuild and original graphs have costs representing
the unit rebuild price and flow along the arcs is equal to the number of assets being rebuilt. Both graphs
share the salvage node, as it is still assumed that all assets are sold at the end of the study horizon.
The number of rebuild graphs is defined as 1, as multiple graphs may be needed for multiple rebuild
programs. For clarity, each graph has its own set of nodes V 0 , V 1 , .. . , V' defined . The nodes V 0 refer to
all of the nodes associated with the original graph while V 1 through V' refer to the nodes for each rebuild
graph. With this information, the arc sets for each rebuild graph can be defined . The rebuild graphs are
constructed by making 1 copies of V 0 and A~ (although all of these arcs may not be needed). These arcs
allow for each rebuild graph to have unique costs. Thus, A~ refers to the first rebuild graph's cost arcs while
A~ refers to the second rebuild graph's cost arcs. Similar sets are defined for A~. In addition, a new arc set
is defined as A~ referring to the arcs connecting the graphs (flow along these arcs represents assets being
rebuilt). Finally, to distinguish nodes on various graphs, the notation ( ij)cx refers to the ( i, j) node on the
a graph. This reinforces that a rebuilt asset is not the same age as a new asset and aid in separating the
graphs for analysis. The following arc sets are defined for each rebuild graph a = 1, 2, ... , 1 (as the original
graph arc sets are defined as before with A~ and A~ notation):
A~

= {(ij, (i + 1)(j + 1))cx : i = 0, 1, ... , N- 1, j = 0, 1, ... , T- 1},

\fa;
and kj E vex, k < j, a> {3, {3 = 0, 1, ... ,1 -1}, \fa# 0;
A~= {(ij,s)cx :i= 1,2, ... ,N, j=0,1, ... ,T}, \fa.
A~= {(ij,kj)cx: ij E V/3

Combining all of the rebuild graph and original graph arcs, the following arc sets are defined:

Ah
Ab
Ac
Ar
A3
A

=:= {(h,kO): kO E V 0 , k = 1,2, ... ,N};
·= { (b, 01) .: 01 E V 0 , I = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T - 1};

=

=
--

u:=o A~;

U:=l A~;

U'cx=O Acx.
= Ah U Ab U
3 '

Ac

U

Ar

U A_,.

These arc sets can be visualized in Figure 2.3 where a schematic has been drawn to show where the arcs lie
with two rebuild graphs and the original graph.

Figure 2.3: Arc sets in multiple graph setting.
With this information and defining the variable
the formulation follows.
Minx

t [ L.::
cx=O

XiJ,kl

as the flow from node (i,j) to (k, I) on the a graph,

a'q.,x~., + L.:: a'c0 .• ,x:; .• ,+

(b,kl)EAb

(ij ,kl)EAc
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L

L

a'cr;,k,x:;,k, +

(ij,kl)EAr

&' c;j,,x:;,,]

(ij,s)EA.

subject to:
-y

N-1

LL

xiJ,(i+l)(j+l)-

Xij,klij:(ij ,kl)EA

> o 'Vj E {o, 1, ... , T- 1}

dj

0 "i/kl: (ij,kl) E A;kl

xkl,uv

#

(2.10)
h,b,s

(2.11)

uv :(kl,uv)EA

L

xh ,kl

kl:(ij,kl)EAh

+

L

L

Xij,s

(2.12)

'ViE {1, 2, ... , N}

(2.13)

{0, 1, 2, ... } 'V(ij, kl) E A

(2.14)

xb,kl

kl:(ij,kl)EAt>

ij :(ij,kl)EA.
Xh,iO

ni

E

Xij,kl

A rebuild program can be defined by its arc set A~. Generally, two types of rebuild can occur. The first
type of rebuild is termed an absolute rebuild. In this type of rebuild, all assets are returned to the same state.
That is, if a 10-year old asset and a 20-year old asset are both rebuilt, then they both return to the same state
in terms of cash flows. If the rebuild program is defined such that all assets are "new" after a rebuild, then
both the 10-year and 20-year old assets would both incur costs of a "new" asset after the rebuild, because
they would be considered equivalent assets. (The word new is in quotations to remind the reader that a
rebuilt asset is not equivalent to a new or original asset.) For this program, an arc emanates from each node
( i, j) in the original graph to node (0, j)a in the rebuild graph. This set of arcs ( Ar) may be reduced by
allowing only certain aged assets to be rebuilt. This also assumes that the rebuild is instantaneous, which
can be relaxed by having the rebuild graph node destination be (0, l)a, where l > j. This is visualized in
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Arc set Ar for absolute rebuild program.
The second type of rebuild program is an incremental rebuild. As opposed to the previous case, a rebuild
is defined as to how many years are added to the asset. If the same 10 and 20-year old assets undergo this
type of rebuild (say the rebuild is defined as adding 10 years of life to an asset), then the 10-year old asset
would have cash flows similar to a "new" asset while the 20-year old asset would have cash flows similar to
a 10-year old asset. For this case, arcs leads to various ( i, j)a nodes on the rebuild graph because assets can
be rebuilt to different states (although the incremental improvement is the same for each asset). Figure 2.5
illustrates this rebuild program.

2.4

Utilization and Capacity Variations

To further generalize this formulation, an expression for the utilization must be incorporated. In the first
formulation, it was assumed that each asset was utilized equally over the years (regardless of age). Thus, the
demand was given in terms of total assets required per period and to meet the demand, all available assets
were summed together, as in (2.1) :
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Figure 2.5: Arc set Ar for incremental program.

N-1

L

Xij,(i+1)(j+1)- dj

~ 0 't:/j E {0, 1, ... 'T- 1}.

i=O

For the jumbo covered hopper car example at the end of this paper , this assumption of constant utilization
was valid. However, it is possible that other railcars may have different utilizations over the car's life.
Historical data may be used to identify these distributions which can then be expressed as a loads per year
amount. Defining Utilij as the utilization figure, the demand constraint can be rewritten as:
N-1

L xij,(i+l)(j+l)Utilij -

dj ~

o

Vj E

{o, 1, ... , r-

1}

(2.15)

i=O

Continuing to assume that the assets have the same capacity, demand can be given in terms ·of loads
for each year (or a comparable value of ·usage per period). Then this formulation will allow for assets of
different ages to have unique utilizations in terms of loads per year. Multiplying the number of assets of a
given age available at a given period by their expected utilization for the year (loads/year) and summing
over all possible assets gives the total possible demand that can be met by the current fleet in loads for each
year.
One must realize that a change in utilization may affect more than the demand constraints. For example,
a· new asset that covers 12,000 miles in one year will incur more operating expenses than an older asset that
covers 5,000 miles. This is because operating expenses tend to be a function of usage while maintenance
expenses tend to be a function of age. These varied costs can be incorporated into the model.
Until this point, it has been assumed that the assets were homogeneous. However, technology tends to
improve over time, thus making a seemingly homogeneous fleet actually heterogeneous. An example of this
is increased capacity of an asset over time.
If the ton capacity of an available asset increases over the years, then it is not correct to sum total assets
to meet demand, for the assets do not contribute equally. In our first formulation, the demand constraint
summed the total assets in a given period. However, this assumed that each asset had the same capacity
(and the same utilization). The capacity of each car in the current fleet is known and if the capacity of
future assets can be predicted, the constraint can be modified to account for different capacities. Once an
asset is purchased, its capacity cannot be changed (unless it is rebuilt). Thus, defining Capij as the capacity
of the asset and defining the demand in terms of capacity (not total assets demanded), the constraint can
be rewritten as in (2.16) .
N-1

L

Xij,(i+l)(j+1)Capij - dj

~ 0 't:/j E {0, 1, ... , T- 1}

(2.16)

i=O

Thus, the capacity as tons/asset multiplied by the total number of assets must be greater than the total
demand (given in tons for each year). Note that the capacity of an asset does not change over its lifetime.
Thus, a 10-year old asset in period 10 will have the same capacity as an 11-year old asset in period 11 (unless
the asset is rebuilt). Note that the capacity and utilization terms may be used together.
7

2.5

Model Conclusions and Implementation

The previous section has included a brief description of the asset replacement model developed in this
research project. The model has the capability of allowing for new asset purchases, asset leases (variable
lengths) and asset rebuilds (both absolute and incremental programs) with respect to asset replacements.
In addition, the use of capital budgeting and expense budgeting constraints allow for the model to be used
as an allocation and budgetary tool. Finally, the demand constraint can be altered to allow for variability
in the utilization of the fleet and a variability in the capacity of the assets over time (such as technological
improvements). Although not presented here, the model also has the ability to model economies of scale,
the possibility of multiple new models being available for purchase and also may be converted to a profit
maximization program which includes revenues generated by asset usage.
The following example is one of many examples that have been modeled for Norfolk Southern at Georgia
Tech. The programs utilized to solve these scenarios have been placed on the Operations Research group
computers and are currently being converted for compatibility. For instance, Georgia Tech utilized AMPL
and OSL to solve the programs whereas CPLEX will be utilized at Norfolk Southern. Additionally, the
programs will be tied into Norfolk Southern's database in order to more easily facilitate analysis. Finally, a
more user friendly interface and output will be developed along with participating departments. These will
be developed during the summer as Joseph Hartman has accepted an intern position with the department.

3

Jumbo Covered Hopper Car Fleet Example

This section demonstrates the capability of the model and its various formulations with the jumbo covered
hopper car fleet as an example. The model was used to solve various decision scenarios involving the replacement of the fleet over time , including asset purchase, lease and rebuild decisions. In addition, scenarios with
budgets, utilization variances and technological improvements (increases in capacity) were also examined.
The m9del was coded in AMPL, a language designed for mathematical programming . A program was
also written in C to develop the data file with all of the assorted costs and fleet information. The codes were
used to produce an MPS file which was subsequently solved using OSL on an IBM RS6000 Model 550.
Unfortunately, due to the proprietary nature of the data involved with this example, the data cannot be
included here. Rather, a listing of the example scenarios that was conducted on a fleet of jumbo covered
hopper cars is given. Over 7,400 of these hopper cars were analyzed (see Figure 3.6). Maintenance and
operating cost data were provided by Norfolk Southern, in addition to demand and utilization forecasts.

3.1

Various Replacement Examples

The following ten scenarios were examined with the jumbo hopper fleet. The first four scenarios examined
the various replacement options separately and together. The next two scenarios examined the effects of
both capital and expense budgeting constraints. Scenarios seven and eight examined the effects of changing
the utilizations of the railcars on an annual basis. The final scenarios utilized the capacity formulations
presented earlier in the paper.
1. New Asset Purchase Option.

2. New Asset Purchase and Leasing Options.
3. New Asset Purchase and Rebuild Options.
4. Asset Purchase, Lease and Rebuild Options.
5. New Asset Purchase Option with Capital Budgeting.
6. New Asset Purchase Option with Expense Budgeting.
7. New Asset Purchase Option with Annual Increasing Utilization (1 percent).
8. New Asset Purchase Option with Annual Increasing Utilization (3 percent).
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Figure 3.6: Age distribution of jumbo covered hopper car fleet.
9. New Asset Purchase Option with Varying Capacities.
10. New Asset.Purchase and Rebuild Options with Varying Capacities.

3.2

Example Conclusions

This example has given a glimpse at the capability and versatility of the asset management tool developed
at Georgia Tech in cooperation with Norfolk Southern. The examples provided here have shown that the
model has the ability to examine various replacement scenarios, including asset purchases, various asset lease
programs and various asset rebuild programs, at the same time. The scenarios have also shown that the
model can be used as a tool for monetary allocation, utilization decisions, as well as replacement decisions.
It should be noted again that results were withheld for proprietary reasons. However, this should not
detract from the purpose of this paper, which was to illustrate the capabilities of the model. Despite this
rough presentation, this paper has presented the model and its various capabilities which should ease the
burden of decision making with respect to railcars for Norfolk Southern in the future.
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